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cells from osteoarthritic area
Subject - Articular cartilage damage and subsequent degeneration is a frequent occurrence in
synovial joints. Consequently, mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) therapy has become the main focus of
tissue engineering research to achieve functional replacement of articular cartilage. Recent studies have
been shown presence of these cells in preserved parts of osteoarthritic cartilage. Our hypothesis is that
eburnated OA cartilage area as well contains a sub-population of viable cells, which may have the
potential to regenerate cartilage under permissive conditions. This may contribute to the cartilage
regeneration from already wasted joint and avoid destruction of healthy parts. To determinate
differences in cells phenotype and presence of MSC in each grade of degeneration, methods: Q-PCR,
differentiation assay, histology and immunohistochemistry will be estimated. To itemize cells type mainly
presented in each grade of degeneration we are measuring expression of chondrocytes, osteocytes and
MSC specific markers by Q-PCR method. In parallel detection of MSC is processing by multilineage
capacity of cells from each grade in forming of osteocytes, chondrocytes and adipocytes. To determined
presence of MSC in eburnated area of OA cartilage CD 105, CD 106 and Notch-1 generally recognized
like MSC markers, will be measured. Correlation of MSC presence and disease severity will be
improved by Mankin’s scoring of histological samples of each area of degeneration. In situ presence
and changes of chondrocyte, osteocyte and MSC markers will be obtain by immunohistochemistry.
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